This paper compares calculated and measured energy spectra of implanted Hãnd 0+ ions on the assumption that the pick-up geometry is quasi-parallel and about 1% of the waves generated by the cometary pickup process propagates backward (towards the comet). The model provides a good description of the implanted o~' and H 4 energy distribution near the pickup energies. The thickness of the implanted ion velocity distribution shells was nearly constant between 2.50x1(~6km and 1 .20x 106 km (just outside the shock) along the inbound Giotto trajectory. The explanation is that the velocity diffusion coefficient and characteristic diffusion time vary approximately as hr and r, respectively, therefore their product (which determines the velocity shell thickness) remains nearly constant.
INTRODUCTION
Instruments at comets Giacobini-Zinner and Halley /12,13,15,16/ detected large fluxes of energetic particles. A significant part of the observed energetic ion population was observed at energies considerably larger than the pickup energy indicating the presence of some kind of acceleration process acting on implanted ions. Velocity diffusion of lower energy implanted ions (near the pickup energy) has also been observed by the several instruments upstream of the comet Halley bow shock /3,21/. This paper compares observed implanted proton and oxygen distribution functions to the predictions of the generalized transport model /9/. The study is based on proton data from the HERS sensor of the Giotto Ion Mass Spectrometer (IMS) and on oxygen data obtained by the uS sensor of the JPA instrument. The data cover the low energy superthermal particle population near the implanted ion peak (EH+<4 keV and E 0+'zlOO keV) and do not extend to energies attained by significantly accelerated cometary ions.
OBSERVATIONS
The pickup proton data used in this study were obtained by the high-energy-range spectrometer (HERS) of the Giotto ion mass spectrometer (IMS). The IMS has been described by Balsiger et al. /1/. HERS was a magnetic mass spectrometer of rather unusual design which was capable of mapping 3-dimensional velocity distributions as a function of ion mass/charge for ions with energy/charge below -4 kV. Thus proton distributions could be studied without contamination or confusion by other ion species; when the spacecraft was upstream of the Halley bow shock, picked-up cometary protons could be distinguished from solar wind protons by their different locations in velocity space (i.e., by their very different velocity distributions). The method used to analyze the data reported here was similar to that described in 120/.
For the water group ions, we use data in the energy/charge range 2.5 to 55 kV from the implanted ion sensor (IIS) of the Johnstone plasma analyzer (JPA) /14,23/. This instrument was a time-of-flight mass spectrometer which measured the energy/charge and the velocity of individual ions. By measuring the output of five separate sensors as a function of the spacecraft spin phase, 3-dimensional observations of the ion distribution function were obtained. The "water group" data used in the present analysis correspond to ions with mass/charge in the range 6.5 to 20 amu/q; upstream of the cometary bow shock the great majority of these ions were presumably Oĩons. The method ofdata analysis is similar to that described by Coates et al. /3/, taking into account the correction factors described by Coates etal./2/.
MODEL
Energetic particles in the cometary environment are most likely 0ĩons of cometary origin (cf. /17/). Before being ionized (by photoionization or charge exchange) these particles were escaping the comet with velocities significantly smaller than the solar wind speed. The freshly ionized cometary particles form a pickup ring distribution in the magnetized solar wind plasma within a fraction of a gyroperiod /6/. This rapid ring formation is followed by somewhat slower pitch-angle diffusion and much slower energy diffusion processes /6,22,24/. Only near the cometary bow shock does the pitch-angle diffusion due to pickup generated MHD turbulence become strong enough to result in nearly isotropic shell distributions (in the plasma frame) /3,21/: further upstream, the implanted ion distribution functions are non-uniformly-filled and slightly broadened shells in velocity space.
The present transport model is based on a series of recent papers discussing implanted ion acceleration processes in the upstream cometary region /8,9/. The spatial and velocity diffusion coefficients were obtained by using the quasilinear approximation and were discussed in datail in e~lier papers /9,10/. In the present calculation Equation (1) was solved for implan~dcometary Hãnd Oĩons. The u and B vectors were assumed to be known functions of the spatial coordinate, r. These functions were taken from a 3D cometary MIlD model /5/. In our particular case the upstream flow velocity was u=300 km/s, and the particle density was nsw= 6 cm3. Equation (2) was numerically solved using an alternating direction fully implicit numerical scheme with second order accuracy. The same numerical technique was applied in an earlier paper /9/and some important details are discussed there.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Implanted ion distributions were calculated using the model described in the previous section. The model solved the transport equation along flow lines (which in this particular model are identical to magnetic field lines). For each flow line the calculation started at 2.SxlO6 kiũpstream from the point where the flow line intersectedjhe Giotto trajectory, and it extended to a distance of 1.5xlO km downstream from the intersection point. The 4x10 km distance (along the curved flow line) was divided into 200 spatial grid points resulting in a 2x104 km spatial step size. The velocity interval extended from 0 to 3500 km/s (in the plasma frame) with a 25 km/s step size. There were free escape boundaries at both ends of the flow line, and there was no flux through v=0 and v=3500 km/s (this velocity was high enough so that only an insignificant number ofparticles was accelerated to this value).
The model predictions were compared to observations made by the IMS HERS and JPA uS instruments. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the measured and calculated velocity space shell thicknesses along the inbound portion of the Giotto trajectory. In Fig. 1 , solid and dotted lines represent the calculated velocity shell thicknessof implanted Oãnd H' ions, respectively. Filled circles correspond to measured Hṽelocity shell thicknesses, while triangles represent observed shell thicknesses of implanted Ospectra. Inspection ofFig. 1 reveals that between about 2.5x106 km and 1.2x106 km the shell thicknesses of both water group ions and implanted protons are in reasonablygood agreement with the model predictions. Just outside the shock (at a cometocentric distance of about 1.2xl06 km) both velocity shell thicknesses suddenly increase. This increase might be an indication that the model loses validity near the shock, where microphysical processes might result in particle acceleration mechanisms not accounted for in the present model. While it would be dangerous to base far reaching conclusions on one data point, it is significant that the increase at this point is part of the overall rise associated with the bow shock /4/. Fig. 1 also shows that over the whole region examined! the calculated hydrogen velocity shell thickness is quite close to the observed values, even though the data exhibit a somewhat steeper increase than the model prediction.
In spite of the good agreement between model prediction and observations this result has to be viewed with some scepticism. First of all, in this region water group ions pitch-angle scatter more than the protons (because there is much more wave power near the heavy ion cyclotron frequency) /18/. The water group ions form a more or less isotropic shell distributionin this region /3,4/, while the implanted proton distribution remains quite anisotropic almost up to the shock crossing /19/). Even though the present model does not assume a perfectly isotropic velocity space shell distribution, it does not allow for anisotropies which are large compared to the isotropic term. The model also assumes that the magnetic field vector is parallel to the flow velocity: this condition was not satisfied all the time during the part of the Giotto trajectory shown in Fig. 1 . Finally, it should be noted that the measured velocity widths shown in Fig. 1 are upper limits to broadening due to wave-particle interaction, because the observational data include instrumental broadening (which might be different for protons and water group ions), as well as the effects of solar wind and magnetic field variations.
Cometary Ion Distributions (9)277
An interesting feature ofthe calculated velocity shell thicknesses is their very small variation between about 2.5 and 1.2 million km cometocentric distances along the Giotto trajectory. As can be seen in Fig. 1 <i~v> 0 . varies only about 10% over this range, while <~V>H+ increases slowly until right before the shock. The near constancy of <Av> is especially interesting, because the velocity diffusion coefficient increases about a factor of 10 over this interval.
The variation (or lack of variation) of implanted proton and water group velocity shell thicknesses with cometocentric distance is closely related to the variation of ion production rates along individual plasma flow lines. Upstream of the comet terminator plane local production dominates, which means that due to the rapid growth of local productionrate the bulk of the implanted particle population was produced very recently, within approximately 'r=u/L, where L is the characteristic length scale of ion implantation alo~the flow line. This means that the freshly implanted ion velocity distribution spreads approximately <Av> (Dt) 1' before being overtaken by the increasing number of continuously produced particles. As the plasma volume element is transported downstream of the comet terminator plane the local production rate decreases and the time available for velocity diffusion becomes t=u11x-x~I, where xĩs the location of the cometary nucleus. Along the Giotto trajectory this means that 'c,o2.9u/r, where r is the cometocentric distance (the factor of 2.9 is l/cos70°). Near the pickup velocity (v"300 kim's) the implanted proton diffusion coefficient increases nearly linearly as one approaches the comet. The water group ion diffusion coefficient is also more or less linear, but it changes slope at around l.8xl06 km. This means that the velocity spread is more or less constant along the incoming Giotto trajectory between 2.5x106 km and l.2x106 km, because <t~v> (Dt)~"constant.
The agreement between the model and observations is quite remarkable considering the simplifying assumptions (parallel u(r) and B(r) vectors, quasilinear diffusion coefficients, etc.) and experimental uncertainties. It should also be emphasized that a single set of physical parameters were used to describe a large number of implanted ion spectra. The adopted solar wind parameters were quite close to the observed valu~s (although u 5 =300 km/s is probably on the low side), and the gas production rate was observed to be Q~=6.9x10 2s~'during the~iotto encounter (however, the appropriatevalue ofQmay be somewhat higher, because the neutral particle fluxes at millions of kilometers were emitted a few days earlier, when the comet was more active /11/). The adopted ionization scale length values are very close to the ones estimated by the Giotto IMS and JPA teams /20,4/ and the observed spectral index of pickup generated magnetic field fluctuations 17/ is also consistent with our value of 2. The choice of cXCOm=O.Ol seems to be arbitrary, but is supported by recent plasma kinetic simulations /18/.
SUMMARY
The results of model calculations describing transport and energization of cometary pickup ions were compared to observations made by the Giotto spacecraft. The model takes into account adiabatic compression, energy diffusion, field aligned spatial diffusion and mass addition along flow lines of decelerating plasma flow lines. The spatial distributions of plasma bulk velocity and the magnetic field were taken from a 3-dimensional MHD calculation, and it was assumed that the plasma flow velocity and magnetic field were parallel at all spatial locations. The model used the quasilinear approximation of the velocity and spatial diffusion coefficients. The generalized transport equation for the velocity-space solid-angle-averaged distribution function was solved for individual MHD flow lines. The implanted ion spectra at the intersection points of the flow line with Giotto's trajectory were compared with spectra observed at that particular spatial location. The main conclusions of this comparison are:
1. Assuming that about 1% of the waves generated by the cometary pickup process propagates backward (towards the comet) the theoretical model provides a good description of the implanted 0~energy distribution near the pickup energy. For implanted protons there is some disagreement between observations and model prediction outside of about 1.4x 10 km due to a combination ofeffects including anisotropic velocity space shell filling.
2. The calculated thickne~s of the implanted ion velocity distribution shells was only slowly increasing between 2~50x106km and 1.20x10 km (just outside the shock) along the inbound Giotto trajectory, which implies that the velocity diffusion coefficient was nearly constant in an extended region outside the cometary bow shock. The explanation is that the velocity diffusion coefficient and characteristic diffusion time vary approximately as hr and r, respectively, therefore their product (which determines the velocity shell thickness) remains nearly constant.
